Invisible Wounds: Hope While You're Hurting
Do you walk around looking perfectly fine, but feeling deeply wounded? Are you nursing spiritual, physical or emotional wounds that no one else can see? In the midst of your grief and pain, have you ever felt guilty or overwhelmed by your doubts and questions about God’s goodness: Where is He? Why would He allow this suffering? Fear or shame keeps you quiet. You live alone with your invisible wounds. It doesn’t have to be that way. In fact, God designed us for community. He isn’t afraid of our raw honesty, frustration and desperate questioning. He just wants us to come to Him. When we seek the Healer more than the healing, our painful journeys will lead us to freedom, joy and the unshakeable hope that heals. Hope that is not dependent on a result or an outcome. Hope that doesn’t disappoint. Melinda Means understands the isolation, questioning, grief and depression that accompanies hidden hurts. For 20 years, she has walked a long, lonely, difficult road of chronic pain and illness—a both hers and her son’s. In Invisible Wounds, she transparently shares her struggle with the tough spiritual questions and raw, dark emotions that often accompany suffering. Seven brave, beautiful women share their invisible wounds in these pages, too. Revealing their pain for this book often brought them to tears. Yet, each one gladly went to some very dark, vulnerable places. They believed God wanted to use their heartache to relieve someone else’s. Here are some of the important questions Melinda wrestles with in this book: How could a God who claims to love me allow me to suffer? Does God really see me in my pain? How can I know? Is it possible to embrace the reality I’ve been given? If so, how? How can overwhelming difficulty lead me to hope? Why should I risk more pain by reaching out to others for support? Why and when should I tell my story? Isn’t it time to quit dealing with grief alone? Are you ready to embrace the hope that heals?
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Customer Reviews

I don't know anyone who isn't or hasn't been wounded. In reading this book, it brought back to me so many of the wounds I had which are now healed because of the Healer. Wounds I'd actually forgotten about and can now remember without the hurt. I love that this book is now something that I can recommend to those I know who are in the midst of pain. Inspired writing, without a doubt!

Don't let the length of this book fool you, it's meat and potatoes for every hurting heart. Melinda has a way of reaching directly to your heart. Her words serve as balm for the weary soul. Often times, through the "highlight reel" of other people's lives in this social media crazed world, we're led to believe that we're the only ones who are hurting, left with wounds from the past that aren't mending, and pain so deep no one could possibly understand. This book reached in and discusses the things we don't want to talk about, the pains we don't want to admit are real, and makes sure we know that God can and will use ALL THINGS, even the things we don't understand. Thank you Melinda for writing such a timely, open and honest book.

In this book, the author approaches the topic of prolonged grief and pain, through the medium of the stories of a number of women, who do not appear to be hurting. The pain of these women is dealt with sensitively, with warmth and empathy, and never with cloying sadness or demanding sentimentality, as the author shows us how all pain has a reason and only one Healer. Linked up throughout with Biblical references, this is book segues seamlessly into faith narratives about faith, suffering and healing.

I really liked how the author writes of throwing off your invisibility cloak. By allowing others to see
our invisible wounds, it helps others to relate to us and vice versa. Several times while reading I felt the "me too!" feeling, reading of some of the women’s invisible wounds. I knew exactly what they were referring to. While I’m hurting is when I need hope the most. Let this book give you a little hope when you may need it the most.

Having worked out emotional hurts on my own and thinking things were OK, I found some that only came out in reading this book. So glad that I read this book, it was a great help to get over the years of emotional abuse I went through. Invisible wounds come in different forms and Melinda helps to identify the different types of hurts and is very encouraging as she shares how she was able to get past some of the invisible wounds of her own.

We never know what someone may be going through until we learn their story. This author has shared her amazing story of illness and the faith that pulled her through. I was inspired by her story. So many people can learn compassion for others and stop being so quick to misjudge others. I’m glad I got to read this.

I love this book. I’m eagerly awaiting more. What I loved most about it was the personal stories and how they demonstrated other women dealing with their own invisible wounds. It’s helpful to know you are not alone in having invisible wounds (whatever they may be). There is a generality to that struggle I didn’t really understand until I read this book: someone else doesn’t have to have the SAME invisible wound to understand/empathize with YOUR invisible wound. The chapter/section which most spoke to me was that about "embracing the race you’ve been given". I’ve been dealing with a lot of "invisible wounds" in the past decade. For a long time, what helped me get through was the idea that the "tough stuff" was going to be short-term; they have turned out to be more long-term temporary. It’s hard to maintain hope for a LONG time in that way. But the idea of embracing what life is RIGHT NOW resonated with me; there is something sacred about being present and really trying to experience and see what is going on around you RIGHT NOW. It’s a way to be open to seeing God’s reasons for the tough stuff; otherwise, you might just miss it. I also found passage about "groaning" to God helpful. It was a much needed reminder that I can be honest with God about how I’m feeling, even if it’s not positive. [I received an advance copy of the book, upon which my review is based. I did not receive any compensation for my review; it’s my own honest opinion.]

I recommend this book to anyone who is feeling alone, hurting, and/or looking for healing. Reading
this book reminded me that I am not alone and that I don't need to keep my pain bottled up. Invisible Wounds is a short and easy read with a powerful and comforting message.
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